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Jacqueline Knight is driven and ambitious, always focused on getting to the top. But when her

fatherâ€™s failing health demands her attention, she must consider putting her career on hold.

Though she struggles with her new responsibilities, she wonâ€™t admit she canâ€™t do it alone.

And the last person she wants to accept help from is her ex, Casey. Since their breakup eight years

before, Casey Meadows has concentrated on co-parenting their son and making a new life for

herself. While sheâ€™s happy to offer her help, spending time with Jacqueline threatens to open the

box in which sheâ€™s locked away their past relationship. Will the lessons learned in eight years

apart be enough to mend the mistakes of the past?
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This was a very poignant story. Not only did it deal with two women who had loved each other,

established a life together and raised a child then because of irreparable damage to their

relationship, they split up after 13 years together.These two women 8 years apart but not really

because of their son Sean and Jacqueline's father Teddy their lives would remain intertwined to the



point of realizing what made a family survive in spite of adversity.The character development was

excellent and the storyline great.Well done!

I don't think I have read any of this author's books. So this was a great start. I loved the storyline e

and the characters. With Quaker how it wasn't I hate your bloody guts type of storyline. And the

ending was perfect. I would definitely recommend this book.

Jacq and Casey are grown up. They spent 13 years together and built a family before their

differences drove them apart. But with a son between them and sharing a father/grandfather figure

their lives have never really separated. Jacq has played the field, Casey has concentrated on her

small family, neither have really moved on. When circumstances bring them back together to

support Jacqâ€™s ailing father what went wrong, and what was rtight, gradually takes the clearer

perspective that time can give.I really enjoyed this story. Itâ€™s great to see an increasing number

of books first about slightly older women, and second about long term relationships. This is a

re-kindling story and made a refreshing change from the normal Trad Romance of â€˜new loveâ€™.

Ms Dutton does an excellent job weaving the â€˜too and froâ€™, the â€˜push and pullâ€™, between

the protagonists who still love even if they donâ€™t know it, but are also angry and hurt.The

secondary characters are strong, supporting the main plot but with a life of their own, and the four

main characters all grow as the story progresses. Jacqsâ€™ father must accept help, their son is

becoming a man, and Jacq and Casey must accept their own faults and flaws before they can move

on.While there is fire and passion, this is a thoughtful romance, well written and well paced, it brings

to life the reality of adult experiences and the strength of family despite the mistakes we all make.

Capturing Forever is a great book. You really felt for Jacq and Casey as they struggle with their

feelings. Jacqueline needing help w/ her aging father will be a familiar story to many adult women.

Great read.

I really liked this book. The main and secondary characters were well developed and the story was

interesting. I noticed a few editing errors and a few awkward sentences, but overall the writing was

good. The book flowed well, and although the ending was abrupt, it fit well with the story. I donâ€™t

think this book will be a favorite, but I will probably reread it. It was a good, solid romance with an

interesting plot.I got a free ebook from Bold Strokes Books and NetGalley in return for an honest

review.



Growing apart, breaking up, building a new life without dependence on others, new relationship, no

commitment, only sex as an outlet. Their different expectations of a relationship has driven them

apart. Both has made bad decisions and it was impossible to reverse them. Jacq is successful and

ambitious. Casey's business is growing and with the help of their son, she is successful too. Jacq

want to make up for the wasted years but letting go of what's holding you back is tough. Can they

risk their hearts ever again? Both struggle with their feelings. Feelings with a lot of complications.

They must face the obstacles to find a happily ever after but the path they took was long and

sometimes heartbreaking. A path full of disappointment, doubt and tears. How wrong is it to follow

your heart? This story takes you on a journey of high emotions, frustations, heartache, regret, hope

and of course love. I've been pulled into this story and all the emotions of the characters. If you are

a romance junkie, this is an excellent book for you.

The author writes of two lovers who find their way back to each other after several years pass. They

must demonstrate they have grown in order to affirm this time that their love will endure the valleys

(cheating is not a theme in this book for those who dislike such behavior). Erin (author) does a solid

job of creating the right amount of tension and leveraging the secondary characters to provide

enough context to the past and present of the main characters, Casey & Jacqueline. Understanding

of the cause of the initial break-up and all of the things previously unsaid surface in the story,

allowing the reader to connect even more to the characters. By the book's end, the reader yearns

for their reconciliation and eternal love. As a result, I lost myself in this book. greatly recommend if

you enjoy F/F romance (with commitment as main theme) that stretches across several years.

Jacq and Casey were sweethearts from college. But they have been separated for 8 years because

Jacq just couldn't put her family first. They have a 18-19 year old son who has just entered college

and Jacq's father, who has the beginning stages of dementia. Jacq travels quite a bit and might

have a woman in every city.See what happens when Jacq can't do it all on her own and her boss

pushes her too far.
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